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Owing to their mesoscopic length scales, colloidal suspensions provide ideal model systems suit-
able for addressing many problems in the field of statistical physics. Exemplarily, we highlight the
versatile nature of such systems by discussing experiments with stochastic resonance and a practical
realization of a recently proposed ratchet cellular automaton. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
fDOI: 10.1063/1.1839311g

Colloidal systems, i.e., micron-sized particles which are
suspended in liquids, share many properties with atomic
systems. Therefore, they are often referred to as model
systems to address novel concepts in the context of statis-
tical physics in a convenient way. Owing to the Brownian
motion of such particles, their trajectories can be experi-
mentally studied and allow direct comparison with nu-
merical and theoretical investigations. Here we report on
two examples to highlight the use of colloidal particles.
The first example is devoted to stochastic resonance, i.e.,
amplification of small periodic signals in a double-well
potential in the presence of noise. The second example
addresses a new type of a ratchet cellular automaton
which has been recently suggested as a basic element in
novel computing schemes.

INTRODUCTION

Molecules and atoms are always in thermal motion
thereby continuously swarming and colliding with each
other. While it is difficult to directly observe this motion in
experiments, it can be visualized with micron-sized particles
suspended in a liquid. Due to its bombardment by molecules
of the liquid, a mesoscopic particle undergoes a Brownian
motion which can be directly observed with a conventional
microscope. When the Scottish botanist Robert Brown
s1773–1858d performed his famous experiments, he used
pollen from Clarkia Pulchella whose cytoplasm contained
particles of about 5mm in size.1 Such particles, which are
large compared to the molecules of the solvent so that the
latter can be regarded as a homogeneous background but are
small enough to exhibit Brownian motion, are known as col-
loids.

At the beginning of the 20th century, Jean Perrin per-
formed a simple yet brilliant experiment demonstrating that
the Brownian motion of a colloidal particle is just the large-
scale manifestation of the thermal agitation of the molecules
in the liquid. This means that the energy equipartition theo-
rem, i.e., the fact that the total mean translational kinetic
energy of a molecule equals 3/2kBT holds for the molecules
of the liquid as well as for the colloids. In 1926, Perrin was

awarded the Nobel Prize for this observation which is the
cornerstone for the concept of using colloidal particles as
model systems for problems in statistical physics.

With sizes comparable to the wavelength of visible light,
colloidal systems can be conveniently investigated with op-
tical methods. This allows to obtain direct positional infor-
mation of individual particles. Apart from the length scale
which distinguishes colloids from atoms by several orders of
magnitude this also applies for the characteristic time scales.
As a consequence, length and time scales completely sepa-
rate in both systems. This is easily understood when we com-
pare the timeta it takes an isolated particle to diffuse in a
medium with viscosityh over a distance comparable to its
radiusa

ta =
a2

6DSE

whereDSE describes the well-known Stokes–Einstein diffu-
sion coefficient

DSE=
kBT

6pha
.

For atomsta<1 ps while for colloids the above expression
yields ta on the order of seconds. This is also observed ex-
perimentally. Dynamical processes in colloidal systems are
thus considerably slower compared to atomic systems as il-
lustrated by, e.g., the dynamics of glass formation. While in
metallic systems this typically takes place in times on the
order of 10−13 seconds it occurs on time scales of several
seconds or even minutes in colloidal systems. This allows to
study the dynamical aspects of this interesting transition.

Owing to their Brownian motion, colloidal particles
sample their accessible configurational space. In that sense
colloids can be regarded as “computer simulator’s dreams”
because they allow real time “calculations” in complex
situations.2 Since the pair-interaction in colloidal systems can
be tuned over a large range, colloids are considered as ver-
satile model systems. During recent years growing interest in
colloidal systems in the presence of external fields has
arisen.3 In this context optical trapping techniquessoptical
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tweezersd are particularly useful because they allow to ma-
nipulate micrometer- and sub-micrometer sized particles in a
non-destructive way.4–7 This makes optical tweezers a flex-
ible tool which has been successfully applied in many ex-
periments.

The principle of optical trapping is based on the transfer
of momentum from photonsstypically emitted from a laser
sourced which are reflected and refracted by a trapped par-
ticle to the particle itself.4,8 The net effect is that colloids
with a higher index of refraction than the surrounding liquid
are pushed toward regions of highest light intensity, i.e., to-
ward the focus of the light beam. Optical forces acting on
colloidal particles are usually divided into two types: the
scattering force and the gradient force. The scattering force is
proportional to the light intensity and acts in the direction of
the light propagationslight pressured whereas the gradient
force is proportional to the spatial gradient of the light inten-
sity and acts in the direction of the intensity gradient.

Instead of using a single focused laser beam one can also
apply spatially extended light patterns to a colloidal suspen-
sion. Such stationary patterns can be either created by inter-
fering laser beams9,10 or by holographical arrays.11 In case of
two-dimensional colloidal systems light patterns can be used
to mimic periodic substrate potentials.9,10,12

When the focus of the beam moves on time scales very
short compared to typical relaxation or diffusion times in
colloidal systems, quasi-static light-potentials are created.
This allows to study the motion of colloids in complex ex-
ternal fields. Experimentally, such scanned optical tweezers
can be realized, e.g., by galvanostatic mirror units, where an
incoming laser beam is reflected by adjustable small mirrors.
Due to the inertia of the mirrors, however, repetition rates
above 300 Hz are difficult to achieve. Much higher speeds
can be obtained using acousto-optical deflectorssAODd,
where an incoming laser beam is deflected on a density wave
excited inside a transparent crystalline material. Since the
wavelength of the density wave can be changed within sev-
eral microseconds, scanning rates up to 100 kHz are pos-
sible. In this paper we report on two examples to highlight
the use of colloidal particles for investigations in the field of
statistical physics. The first example describes an experiment
on stochastic resonancesSRd of a colloidal particle in an
optically created double-well potential. SR is believed to be
responsible for an amazingly wide range of phenomena such
as the periodic occurrence of ice ages, the feeding behavior
of paddlefish and even human balance control and visual
perceptionsfor a review see, e.g., Ref. 13d. The essential
characteristic of SR is that it improves the detection of weak
periodic signals in nonlinear systems by the presence of
noise. The second example is a practical realization of a
recently proposed ratchet cellular automatonsRCAd.14 Such
a device has been suggested as a possible element in future
computing schemes but RCA also have several interesting
statistical properties, when operated in a nondeterministic
regime.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental setup was composed of three main
parts—an optical tweezer,8 a sample cell with deionizing cir-

cuit and a data acquisition system. The optical tweezer was
constructed around a custom built microscope with two co-
axially placed, vertically oriented microscope objectives in a
confocal configuration and a sample cell containing colloidal
particles. The laser beam was focused by the upper objective
s503, NA=0.6d which also served as a condenser for the
particle illumination. The lower objectives403, NA=0.5d
together with a low pass optical filter blocking the laser light
was used to image the particles onto a CCD camera. As laser
source we used the TEM00 output of a frequency doubled
solid state laser at 532 nm. The beam was first expanded to a
diameter of,3.5 mm, guided through a two axis acousto-
optic deflectorsAODd and finally inserted into the entrance
aperture of the upper objective by a telecentric lens system.
Together with a custom built driving electronics and control
software, the AOD enabled us to create multiple optical traps
by time sharing the laser beam with a switching rate of
50 kHz.15 The range of the optical tweezers in the sample
plane was 1503150 mm, with nanometer resolution and re-
peatability on the order of 100 nm. The intensity of each trap
could be set with 12-bit resolution. Measurements were done
with 1.2 and 2.4mm diameter polystyrene particles obtained
from IDC. A highly diluted suspension was inserted into a
sample cell via a standard deionizing circuit described
elsewhere.16 All experiments were performed at room tem-
perature with a stability of ±1 K. Complex light potentials
were created by placing optical traps at different positions.
Due to time sharing of the laser beam between the traps
possible interference effects were absent. The switching time
between the traps was 20ms, so the potentials can be re-
garded as quasistatic. While the gradient light force induced
only the lateral confinement of the particles, they were con-
fined in the vertical direction by the light pressure of the
perpendicular incident laser beam. This component caused
the colloids to be pushed towards the lower wall of the
sample cell where it was counterbalanced by the electrostatic
repulsion leading to an equilibrium distance of,500 nm.
Effectively, our system was thus confined to two dimensions.
The particle motions were recorded with a CCD camera con-
nected to a PC installed frame grabber. Data were acquired at
20 frames per second and recorded in a compressed format
onto a hard drive. Proprietary software was used for particle
recognition and trajectory reconstruction. For a review of
this technique we refer to the literature.17

STOCHASTIC RESONANCE

Most formal descriptions of SR typically consider the
one-dimensional motion of an overdamped particle in a
double-well potential coupled to a thermal reservoir at tem-
peratureT.18 The particle performs thermally activated jumps
across the barrier characterized by the Kramers time19 TK

=TR expsDV/Dd. HereDV is the potential barrier andD the
noise strengthsi.e., the thermal energy in our cased and TR

the intrawell relaxation time. If the double-well potential is
periodically tilted by applying a weak external force with
period TV, the transition probabilities of the thermally acti-
vated hops become time dependent. In this context a weak
force means that in the absence of thermal fluctuationssT
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=0 Kd no barrier crossings take place. It can be shown that if
the two time scales match, i.e., ifTV<2TK, a maximum
synchronization between the thermally activated hopping
and the weak periodic driving of the system occurs. Since the
Kramers time is directly related to the noise strengthD, the
above condition is met at some optimum noise level. As a
result the synchronization which can be quantified by, e.g.,
the signal-to-noise ratio displays a maximum as a function of
D being one of the most striking characteristics of SR. It is
important to realize that instead of tuningD, the matching
condition can be also fulfilled by adjustingTV. This is par-
ticularly useful in systems where the noise is intrinsicsas is
the case in our experimentsd. In this case it is more conve-
nient to characterize SR via an analysis based on the resi-
dence time distributionPresstd, quantifying the probability
that a particle stays over the timet within a certain potential
well.

Figure 1sad shows the two-dimensional particle probabil-
ity distribution in an unmodulated light potential created by
two laser traps.20 From these data we obtained the shape of
the potential as shown in Fig. 1sbd. As can be seen the cross
section of the potential corresponds to a symmetric double-
well with a barrier height of about 2kBT. To obtain the resi-
dence time distribution from thex-component of the particle
trajectorysFig. 2d we determined the time intervals between
passages of the particle over suitably defined thresholds. In
the absence of modulation,Presstd decays exponentially for
times larger than the intrawell relaxation timeTR sbeing on
the order of 0.1 s as estimated from the decay of the auto-

correlation function of the intrawell particle motiond with the
decay constant given byTK. For our experimental parameters
TK was measured to be 7.3s±0.4d s. In the presence of a
periodic modulation,Pres shows significant deviations from
an exponential decay as is exemplarily demonstrated in Figs.
3sad–3scd for modulation periodsTV=2,14,40 s. Forbetter
comparison we normalizedPreswith respect to the total num-
ber of eventsfoPresstd=1g and plotted it vs the dimension-
less timet /TV. Modulation times smaller thanTK lead to the
distribution with a series of peaks centered at odd multiples
of TV /2 fFig. 3sadg. These peaks appear due to the time-
dependent transition probabilities between the potential
wells. The separation of the peaks becomes obvious when
considering that on average a particle ”waits“ until the op-
portunity for a hop is largest. If the particle misses this op-
portunity it will reside in the same well for anothersor mul-

FIG. 1. sad Grayscale representation of the two-dimensional probability dis-
tribution of a colloidal particle fluctuating in a static double-well potential
created by optical tweezers.sbd Cross section of the double-well potential
for y=5 obtained from the probability distribution shown insad. One clearly
sees that the potential is rather symmetric.

FIG. 2. Section of thex-component of the trajectory of a colloidal particle
which is confined to a symmetric double-well potential. The data show the
random transitions of the particle between the two potential wells shown in
Fig. 1sbd.

FIG. 3. Normalized residence time distributions as a function of timet /TV

for sad TV=2, sbd 14, andscd 40 s for asymmetric modulation with an in-
tensity modulation amplitude of ±15%. One clearly observes that close to
the resonance condition, i.e.,TV<2TK which holds for curvesbd, most of
the hopping events are synchronized with the external potential modulation.
This behavior is characteristic for SR.
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tipled TV. The position of the first peak follows from the fact
that there are at most two “good” opportunities per modula-
tion period for the particle to hop. The observed structure of
Pres is in very good agreement with numerical calculations.21

Because thermally activated barrier crossings are statistically
independent, the peak height is predicted to decay
exponentially21 which is also in agreement with our experi-
mental findings.

Upon increasingTV towards the SR condition, the mul-
tipeak structure disappears and the residence time distribu-
tion becomes narrower until essentially only a single peak at
TV /2 is observedfFig. 3sbdg. In this situation, the stochastic
barrier crossing of the particle is maximally synchronized
with the periodic modulation.22 When TV is much higher
than TK, the particle hopping becomes less synchronized
again which can be seen by the increasing transition prob-
ability at short timesfFig. 3scdg.

In order to demonstrate SR in systems where the noise
strength remains constant, Gammaitoniet al. suggested to
plot the strengthsi.e., aread of thenth peak inPres as a func-
tion of nV=1/TV.23–25 In case of SR, the curve should ex-
hibit a pronounced maximum. We applied this criterion to
our data although the system is not truly one-dimensional as
assumed in Ref. 23. Figure 4 shows the first peak strength as
a function of nV which indeed displays a maximum thus
definitely demonstrating SR in a colloidal system.

RATCHET CELLULAR AUTOMATA

Despite tremendous achievements in the design and fab-
rication of microelectronic devices their operation still relies
on the originally proposed physical mechanisms. There is,
however, a growing interest in different approaches to further
increase the speed and circuit density. In quantum cellular
automatasQCAd information is encoded as positional or ori-
entational configurations of interactingsquasid particles or
spins.26–29 In most QCA schemes logic operations are per-
formed adiabatically with the system remaining close to its
ground state. This severely limits their speed and requires
large energy separationssor low operation temperaturesd be-
tween the ground and excited states for reliable operation. To
avoid these drawbacks, recently a novel ratchet-like mecha-
nism in a ratchet cellular automatonsRCAd has been sug-

gested. Such elements allow to perform data transfer and
logic operations in a classical system of coupled particles in
a clocked fashion which is superior to current concepts of
cellular automata operated in thermal equilibrium.14 Here we
present the first experimental realization of a RCA in a col-
loidal system.

The experimental construction of a ratchet cellular au-
tomaton requires the arrangement of many interacting colloi-
dal particles in a linear chain-like fashion as shown in Fig.
5sad. Each particle is located in a double-well light potential
oriented perpendicularly to the chain orientation. In this ge-
ometry the particle position is essentially restricted to two
statessup–down—see Fig. 5d. Due to the repulsive particle
interaction the ground state of the system corresponds to the
zigzag configuration. Such a structure can be used as an in-
formation processing device, the most basic being a simple
transmission line. A bit of information is represented by a
defect where two neighboring particles are in the same state
si.e., up–up or down–downd. Such a defect should be propa-
gated along the chain in one direction, preferably in a
clocked way. This can be achieved by a ratcheting
mechanism,14 where within local groups of three particles
fdenoted byA, B, andC in Fig. 5sadg, the inter-particle cou-
pling is periodically modulated. The coupling is varied by
moving the potential double-wells together with the associ-
ated particles in the direction along the chain. The clock
period consists of three phases I, II, and III which are sche-
matically depicted in Fig. 5sbd. For the sake of clarity we
additionally introduced intermediate steps within the single
phasesse.g., I /a and I /bd. Starting with phase I /a, the inter-
site distancesB-C and C-A are equal and slightly smaller
than A-B. A defect introduced at the left end of the chain
sphase I /bd is stable since particleB1 scomprising together
with particleA1 a defectd is more strongly coupled to its right
neighborC1 than toA1. At the clock transition to phase II all
theB sites are moved closer to theA sitesfphase II/a on Fig.
5sbdg, simultaneously increasing theB-C distances. In this
situation, it is energetically favorable for particleB1 to
switch its position transfering the defect by one step to the
right sphase II/bd. The transition to phase III is achieved by
moving sitesC closer to sitesB and by the same effect ad-
vancing the defect one step further to the rightsphases III /a
and III /bd. The starting configuration is restored at the next
clock transition by simultaneously moving sitesB and C
back to their original positions of phase I. In doing so the
defect is propaged another step and is now located within the
next ABC group. Applying the prescribed clock sequence
periodically will propagate a defect along the chain.

Experimentally the above described RCA was realized
by fast AOD-based laser tweezers used to create up to forty
double-well potentials arranged in the linear chain. All
double-wells were occupied by 2.4mm diameter latex par-
ticles with high surface charge density. The average distance
between the double-wells was 3.5mm and the well separa-
tion was 2.5mm. Each double-well was comprised of three
laser traps, the middle one providing a direct control of the
barrier height. Inter-particle coupling was controlled either
by varying the average distance between the chain locations
or by adjusting the salt concentration and henceforth the

FIG. 4. Strength of the first peak area vs modulation frequencynV=1/TV

for a modulation amplitude of ±15%. The curve shows a clear maximum
thus demonstrating SR in our system.
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screening length of the electrostatic repulsion. Flexibility of
the AOD deflection system together with proprietary control
software provided a means for creating the above described
three phase clocked modulation necessary for the ratchet op-
eration. For a properly operating ratchet the typical clock
period was a few seconds and the amplitude of the modula-
tion was 0.7mm. The defects were introduced at the left end
of the chain, by switching the leftmost particle’s position
with a separate laser trap.

The working of the ratchet was analyzed with methods
similar to the ones used in the SR experiment. From the
recorded trajectories hops of individual particles were iden-
tified so the defects could be tracked as they traveled along
the chain. Figure 6 shows the case where defects were peri-
odically introduced into the ratchet. It follows from the prin-
ciples of the ratchet operation that a defect can only be ac-
cepted by the ratchet at the clock phase II when the inter-site
distancesA-B are smaller thanB-C. As a consequence the
defects that enter the chain are unevenly spaced even though
the input particle is switched evenly. This is confirmed by the
experiment and is clearly indicated by two peaks in the inset
of Fig. 6, showing a waiting time distribution of the last
particle soutputd. The same plot for the input particle only
has one peaksnot shownd. Phase dependent defect accep-
tance at the input also leads to the upper frequency limit for
the defect introduction, imposed by the clock speed. Apart

from operating the ratchet as a simple transmission line we
also experimentally verified the possibility of combining
more coupled chains to perform logical operations as pro-
posed in Ref. 14sdata not shownd.

FIG. 5. sad Part of the ratchet chain composed of colloidal particlesslaser traps are not visibled. Letters A, B, and C denote groups within which a three phase
clock modulation is performed to allow the directed transport of defects within the chain.sbd Schematic depiction of a three phase clock modulation which
can propagate a defect through a linear chain of interacting particles. The thin closed curves represent the confining sites which were occupied with colloidal
particlessdark circlesd. Each clock phase is divided into two partssa and bd, which correspond to the configuration before and after the particles changed their
positions within the confining sites.

FIG. 6. Defect propagation along the ratchet chain. Clock period was 4 s
and defects were introduced periodically with the period of 6.5 s. In the
inset a waiting time distribution of the last chain particlesoutputd is shown.
Two peaks indicate a clock phase dependant acceptance of the defect at the
input, and the peak width is a consequence of the Brownian noise which
makes particles’ switching uneven.
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For computation purposes a clocked operation of the
ratchet is desired. However, a finite width of the peaks in
Fig. 6 indicates that position switching of the particles along
the chain, as the defect gets propagated, is uneven. This is
due to the particles’ thermal motion and was also predicted
by the simulation.14 By varying, for example, the height of
the potential barrier of the double-wells this effect can either
be reduced or increased. The latter ultimately drives the op-
eration of the ratchet into a nondeterministic regime. This
happens whenever the particles’ hopping over the barrier of
the double-wells is essentially assisted by the thermal mo-
tion. A finite probability for the particle not to hop even
when the clock phase dictates so, leads to the stalling of the
defect propagation and sometimes even back stepping. Such
occurrences are shown in Fig. 7. Whenever two defects catch
on each other they annihilatesalso shown in Fig. 7d. There
are many parameters which affect the passage of the ratchet
from deterministic to nondeterministic regime, i.e., barrier
height, coupling strength, overall confinement of the par-
ticles in their potential wells, clock speed, etc. So far only
the existence of the nondeterministic mode has been experi-
mentally verified, but the number of controllable parameters
and pathways of defect propagation and annihilation indicate
a potentially very rich behavior of the ratchet which eventu-
ally may also be useful for the design of improved concepts
for cellular automata.

In summary, we have demonstrated the use of colloidal
systems for addressing two issues in the field of statistical
physics. First, we demonstrated the occurrence of stochastic
resonance of a colloidal particle in a periodically driven
bistable potential. We observed that if the driving frequency

matches the time scale characteristic for statistical barrier
crossing of the particle, a maximum synchronization be-
tween the particle hopping and the external potential modu-
lation occurs. In the second example we presented the ex-
perimental realization of a clocked ratchet cellular automaton
and demonstrated the principle of operation as recently sug-
gested by numerical simulations. Both examples underline
the successful application of colloidal suspensions for the
demonstration of the validity of novel concepts developed
for classical systems.
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